Soccer
Positive
Fans were very encouraging to all players even when it was apparent their team lost the game.
Parent tells student from their school “to kill them with kindness” and cheer for their team and not
continue jeering the opposing players.

Negative
Repeatedly chanted “USA….USA” when players with an ethnic last name from the opposing team
substituted into the game.
Fans chanted inappropriate and derogatory remarks to opposing players in Spanish.
Rolls of toilet paper were repeatedly thrown from the stands onto the track.
Parent taught students a cheer to replace a curse word with stamping their feet in unison.
Student section yelled sexually graphic and inappropriate comments at opposing players.
Coach dissented to officials more than he coached his players. Coach received a yellow card.

Volleyball
Positive
Team was very well coached. Coach is a fantastic role model for players and fans.
Administrators stood by fans the whole game and lead them in supporting their team positively.
One time the students began to boo the official’s call, the Principal had them stop immediately and the
kids never did it again in the tournament.
Coach did a great job settling the players down to shake hands after a very hard fought match.
After a sound defeat the players, coaches and fans held their heads up and represented themselves and
their school very well.
Excellent sportsmanship shown from all players, coaches, adults and student fans after an emotional
loss.
Negative
Coach constantly questioned officials and her poor behavior created negative influence on her players
and fans.
Players showed disgust at official’s calls and were not reprimanded for their display of poor
sportsmanship.
Fans yelled profanities at opposing players.
Whenever a mistake was made by the opposing players the fans repeatedly chanted “God is on our
side”.
Student fans barked like dogs during the opponents serve. No Administrators present to stop the
behavior.
Adult fans were jumping up and screaming at officials.
Student fans banging seats and making distracting noises during the opponents’ serve.
Student fans heckled opposing coach.
One player celebrated too much after every time she scored.
Player on the court during warm ups mooned the fan section.

Football

Positive
Fans were respectful of each other’s team and the officials.
Players helped each other up and both schools represented their communities well
Even though the game slipped away from the team, their positive attitude and sportsmanship did not
waiver.
The teams demonstrated respect for one another during a well played game.
The adult fans, the student fans, players and coaches represented their community in an outstanding
fashion.
The band and fans rallied behind their team and helped them succeed in the 2nd half rally.
Rarely did anyone display any negative behavior from that side of the field.
Sideline behavior of the team and coaching staff was very good during a very difficult game.
Team demonstrated respect for their opponent during the awards presentation by remaining in place to
watch their opponent receive their trophy and medallions.
Coaching staff set a good tone and examples of expected behaviors.
Crowd was very positive and supportive of their team.
Players, coaches and fans were respectful to their opponent and demonstrated humility.
Coaches set good examples to players and fans, especially while respecting the officials and their
decisions.
Even though they lost, the team honored their opponent as they were receiving their awards.
Players responded to the officials in a respectful manner throughout the game.
Fans and the team behaved like they have been here before and understood the values of fair play and
sportsmanship.
Coaches set great example by coaching the team even when they disagreed with a call.

Negative
During the majority of the game the players and fans were respectful of the opponents and the officials.
Late in the game there was a call which did not go their way. As a result the head coach used very loud
profanity at a time when everyone could hear it. This caused their crowd to go wild. The team lost and
after receiving their award did not remain in the awards area to recognize the other team.
A player, on the first score of the game, demonstrated in a manner that was excessive.
During the award ceremony and presentation, the runner-up did not stay to recognize the champion
and walked away.
The crowd and fans were arrogant and demonstrated a lack of respect for their opponent and the
opponents’ fans.
During the third quarter, when the game was still in question and the offenses were scoring back and
forth, members of the coaching staff began shouting at one another. It was clearly visible to all present
that the head coach was extremely upset with some of his staff.
Cheers by fans were vulgar at times when things did not go their way.
Anger and emotional displays by coaches and players took place when things did not go their way.
Team came out on to the field by running through their opponent’s warm up which had already started.
Crow used the “BS” cheer to express their feelings about certain officials’ calls.
During awards ceremony the players were disrespectful to the other team while they were waiting for
their turn to receive their awards.
Players did not go out of their way to assist officials in getting the ball ready for play.

